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The Editors
Marin Aeschbach - Editor-in-Chief
Born and raised in and around Basel in
quiet Switzerland, Marin passed exactly 21
years of his life without any MUN at all. Ever
since that faithful week at SOFIMUN 2009, he
keeps asking himself how he could ever live
without them and attended BIMUN 2009 in
Bonn. He also might be seen around at

BISMUN 2010 in Bucharest and MOSTIMUN 2010 in Mostar, Bosnia-Herzegovina.
He graduated his high school summer 2007 in Basel top of his year and directly went on
to waste his talents by studying Philosophy, German Literature and Film Sciences at the
University of Zürich, Switzerland. There, he is also part of the philosophy students’
representative body. At the moment he is staying in Berlin for an Erasmus exchange semester
at the Alexander von Humboldt University.
Being a man of principle, he can only be bribed with a nice bottle of Gin (and
complementary Tonic) or Whiskey. As a passionate football player, ex-stage actor, film
enthusiast, writer, music collector and terrible but enthusiastic photographer, he considers
himself Jack of all trades but master of none and therefore has no idea where the future will
take him. Journalism though seems to be one of the more realistic pathways in sight.
Therefore and because SOFIMUN is and always will be his first MUN, he was especially
thrilled to be editor in chief of the second edition of SNN, devoting all his energy to making it
even better than last year.
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Neda Eneva - Vice-Editor-in-Chief
Born and raised in Sofia, Bulgaria, Neda
has always dreamt of travelling, adventures
and opportunities to share her imagination with
the world. In 2007, after graduating from high
school, she moved to the Netherlands with a
big mission in hand - to test her dreams. The
challenge was successful as the world away
from home proved to surpass even her wildest fantasies. The journey has begun…
Today, Neda is 21 years old, finishing her Bachelor’s degree from University College
Utrecht with a major in International Relations and Law, and a minor in Journalism. Having
friends from across the seven seas and beyond, she has turned into a citizen of the world.
But as they say, you can’t go anywhere if you don’t know where you are coming from.
Looking back, Neda remembers with a smile her 10 years of theatre school and never forgets
that as the Bard of Avon has said the world is one big stage. The daughter of an artist and a
photographer, she has developed a sharp eye for details and eagerness for the secret beauty
of everything around. Above all, Neda possesses an immense passion to create. Being a chair
of a Film and Visual Arts Committee, she has been exploring the world of film and multimedia
since her first year of college. By creating documentaries, taking journalism classes and being
published in college magazines, Neda has turned her enthusiasm for writing into a strong
interest in journalism.
During an amazing two month internship at the Friedrich Ebert foundation in 2009, Neda
became acquainted with the world of SOFIMUN. It turned out to be a life changing experience.
By being part of the SNN team, Neda personally experienced the strength and importance of
the journalist’s pen in the creation of the link between politics and the people. This, among
many other wonderful reasons is what made Neda absolutely thrilled to be vice editor in chief
of SNN 2010.
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What is SNN?

2.1.

General Purpose
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The SOFIMUN News Network (SNN) was
established as an interactive online news
service to report SOFIMUN 2009. The initial
aims of the media were to provide a service
regularly updating delegates, secretariat and
organizers of SOFIMUN 2009, as well as
outside observers, with the latest news of the
debate and discussion, held within the different
committee rooms, during the conference.
SNN itself was the brain-child of President of the SOFIMUN foundation, Miss. Paola
Ivanova and the Executive-Director, Mr. Dimiter Mandradjiev. The SOFIMUN News Network
(SNN) edition 2010 was then managed and worked on before and during by the conference, by
the Editor-in-Chief, Mr. Marin Aeschbach; the Vice-Editor-in-Chief, Ms, Neda Eneva ; and the
IT manager, Mr. Petko Popadiyski.
The SOFIMUN News Network (SNN)
edition 2010 was the official media body of the
SOFIMUN conference. Its first and foremost
goal was to inform all participants of the
conference

about

developments

that

the

latest

take

events

place

at

and
the

conference itself. The reason for this obviously
being that most of the participants are bound to
their committees rooms most of the time. So, in order for them to know what‘s going on in other
corners of the conference, someone needs to tell them: This is what SNN is all about.
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Media bodies like this are a tradition at various Model United Nations conferences. Their
output is the only source of information the participants have from committees where they do
not participate directly. The thing that makes SNN one of a kind is that it is operating as an
online media, from one common homepage (http://www.snn.sofimun.org/2010).
2.2.

A Collection of Opinions
The SOFIMUN NEWS NETWORK is no
ordinary media. It is not one newspaper, one
TV channel or one online media that usually
adheres to one more or less coherent political
point of view. It is a collection of different media
and therefore publicly shows different opinions
on the matters at hand. In fact, the very goal of
such a collection is to show different points of

view and thus enable discussion, even about the role of different media in the world itself. It is
was imposed on the journalist that their tasks as a journalist was to never forget their media
and its specifications; just like the delegates must always represent their country's policy. At
the end of the conference, we are happy to report, that the majority of the SNN journalist
managed to perform this role quite successfully.
2.3.

Personnel

The SOFIMUN News Network operated from a
room at the conference venue next to the committee
rooms. There was wireless internet access and a printer
we shared with the chairs printing out draft resolutions
and working papers. We did not encounter any technical
problems throughout the entire conference and are very
grateful to the people responsible for this in the
Executive Committee.
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It was demanded of the journalists to bring their own laptops and digital cameras. Again,
we did not meet any problems concerning this. Each of the SNN journalists not only brought all
the necessary equipment, but also successfully handled installation and management of the
necessary software for efficient and up to date reporting. For any computer assistance, Mr.
Petko Popadiyski, the conference’s IT manager, was at our disposal. On this relationship, we
will elaborate further down the report. He was also responsible for the design and smooth work
of our home page. Furthermore, we had the pleasure of having a conference SNN
photographer – Ms. Lauren Cassidy. She was always present taking pictures for our articles
and of the whole conference, including the 5 hour midnight
Crisis for the Security Council. We really wish to underline the
amazing performance of Ms. Cassidy for the high quality
photography and professionalism with which she provided
SNN. Nevertheless, there was also a lot of enthusiasm from
all the other journalists, who were preparing multimedia on
their own, with special attention to our journalist from
Euronews/Le monde diplomatique, Mr. Florian Wittig.

With

the general assistance of the Ex-Com in providing us with a
video camera, Mr. Wittig was responsible for providing
professionally edited video reports for every day of the
conference, in the form of an interview or a short
documentary.
The Editor in Chief and Vice Editor in Chief, Mr. Marin Aeschbach and Ms. Neda Eneva,
were responsible for the work of SNN before and after the conference. Providing for the proper
preparation of each member of the SNN team, on which will be elaborated later, as well as the
smooth and responsible reporting during the conference, the editorial team was working hard
for the better performance of the journalists.
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The Simulated Medias

As pointed out earlier, the special feature of SNN being a collection of internationally
renowned media bodies and agencies, proved to be a great learning experience for both
journalists and delegates. Originally we provided our candidates with the choice between the
following 13 media bodies, from which they had the full freedom to choose:

• EURONEWS (Paneuropean)
• EU OBSERVER (Paneuropean)
• FRANKFURTER ALLGEMEINE ZEITUNG (Germany)
• AL ARABIYA (United Arab Emirates)

• BULGARIAN TELEGRAPH AGENCY (Bulgaria)

• LE MONDE DIPLOMATIQUE (France)
• THE ECONOMIST (United Kingdom)
• FOX (United States of America)

• RIA NOVOSTI (Russia)

• PEOPLE'S DAILY (China)
• O GLOBO (Brazil)
• CAPE TIMES (South Africa)
• HURRIYET (Turkey)
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We have chosen these medias for a number of reasons. Among the most important
ones are :
I. Regional balance: Ideally, every continent or greater region of the world and its specifics

in media should be represented. Furthermore, a media from Bulgaria should be available for
participants to learn more about the media culture in the conference‘s host country.
II.

Reputation of the media: All the medias available for simulation should be known

to a bigger public, including having a big enough distribution to have an impact on a large scale
and, from a politically neutral point of view, be considered professional and well-made.
III.

Political point of view: Every available media should have a clear cut political

profile of some kind, that can be researched and thus simulated by the participants. In general,
The political points of view should have been as diverse as possible (See Point V).
IV.

Interest in simulated topics: Most of the medias were chosen on the presumption

that they would take a vital interest in the matters discussed in the committees at SOFIMUN
2010. For example, the question of the accession of Turkey to the EU is of special interest to
the Turkish newspaper Hurriyet and the paneuropean medias.
V.

Journalistic controversy: Medias have puropsely been chosen to advocate

different solutions to political problems, so that participants actively contradict each other in
articles. With that, we were hoping to enable a discussion about the role and complexity of
media in today‘s world and raise awareness that even the reports of respected media need to
be contrasted to their political point of view.
There were occasions on which the editors transferred the more experienced and well
performing journalists to another media according to a special event of committee they had to
report on, for the purpose of a wider variety of reporting standpoints.
While the journalists had to do extensive research prior to the conference on order to
perform as true representatives of their medias, the delegates also had the unique opportunity
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to address medias of different stature, character, or nationality, providing for the real life
experience of delegates reporting to their national media, for example. The nine SNN
journalists were representatives of the following medias:

Ms. Christina Nerstrøm
EUobserver + Hurriyet

Mr. Florian Wittig
Euronews + Le monde diplomatique

Mr. Patrick Kirsch
People’s Daily

Ms. Kristiyana Kalcheva
EUobserver

Ms. Alice Yunyun Li
Euronews

Ms. Oana Elena Branda
Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung

Ms. Iulia Muresan
The Economist

Ms. Mariya Pavlova
O Globo

Ms. Mina Slavkova
Cape Times
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4.

Preparation Process

The intensity and hard dedication needed for being a SNN journalist was not limited to the
conference itself. Our preparations started months before we all met in Sofia.
4.1.

The Guide
Being members themselves of the first edition
of

SNN,

and

carefully

going

through

their

experience and the legacy left from the previous
editorial team, the editors in chief of SNN 2010,
devised and structured a completely new and
thorough SNN guide with the purpose of making all
aspects of the job clear to their journalists.
By learning from past mistakes and ambiguities, to adding new aspects, the new SNN
guide covered a wide variety of subjects. Having in mind that most of the journalists that
participate do not have any academic of professional journalist background, we started with a
short academic introduction as what are the basic principles of journalism and what does it
demand to be a real life journalist. The guidelines further continued with presenting the main
elements of writing news, followed by introducing SNN and its objectives. Finally, the 2010
SNN guide provided detailed explanation as to what it takes to be a SNN journalist, how does a
Model United Nations conference function, what types of articles and materials one can
provide, what rules and protocols need to be followed and what should be the basic structure
of the reports handed in. This information was provided from several academic sources and
was aimed at offering the journalists a simple, yet real-life applicable journalism preparation.
4.2.

The Preparatory Articles and the Position Paper

In their preparation process, the journalists had to write an introductory article for the preconference launch of the home page.
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It was supposed to deal with the scope of problems connected with one of the topics
discussed during the conference. Each journalist had to pick a different topic. Most of the
journalists managed to provide us with timely, very well prepared introductory articles, which
provided for the successful and high-quality launch of the SNN website.
In addition, the journalists had to fill out a „journalist position paper“, which was a table
that should contain the position of their respective media regarding all the topics. This
document had two goals: Firstly, it was aimed at helping the journalists prepare and research
the committee topics and the positions of their medias on all topic discussed. Secondly, it
should help the editors with assigning the journalist to the most interesting topics and
committees for the medias they represented.
4.3.

Other Documents and Communication

Finally, we asked of the every journalist to prepare a short introduction of themselves with
a profile picture for the launching of the website.
There were some communication problems that occurred during these preparatory
months. We were sad to understand that a lot of the original sign ups had dropped out or we
could not establish communication with them. A few of the SNN journalists proved hard to
reach by email and handed in their materials too late. Despite these problems, we had
provided the journalists with various ways of communication – personal and SNN email
accounts, as well as a facebook group.
Apart from those bumps on the road and certain miscommunications, the preparatory
process proved to be surprisingly smooth, also thanks to the assistance of the recruiters and
Ms. Paola Ivanova.
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The SNN Homepage
Just like in the case of the SNN guide, we had the
website of SNN 2009 to learn from and built upon. After
months of careful planning and discussions, the editorial
team devised an improvement plan which with the help of
SOFIMUN’s IT manager Mr. Petko Popadiyski we
managed to fulfill.
When designing the new website we focused on the

following improvements:
• More stylized flow between multimedia and text
• Simplified

homepage with featured stories in a rotation manner for clearer

representation and direct links to committee and media sections
• Instant news box – a direct link to a Twitter account for providing flash updates on news
• Adding of a video column for direct link to video repots
• Direct link to Gossip box for easier access with application for (anonymous) submission

of gossip by any member of the conference
• Clear and structured menus, cross-referencing medias, authors, committees and topics
• Up-to-date editorials, providing snide insights on every day of the conference
• Homepage access to photo galleries
• A special section for press statements for the improvement of media-delegates

cooperation, which met a lot of response and - in our opinion - can be regarded as one of the
greatest successes of the SNN team.
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6.

The Sessions

6.1.

Schedule
In

order

to

ensure

the

smooth

performance of the team and the up to date
reporting of all events happening, the editorial
team had devised a strict schedule which was
followed by all members of the journalist team.
They were divided in two or three journalists
per committee, switching committees on two
occasions, leading them to report on three
different committees; Monday and Tuesday in the first, Wednesday in the second and
Thursday and Friday in the third committee. During each day the journalists were given two
deadlines, one after lunch and one in the evening, coinciding with the end of committee work.
The editors were more than satisfied with the fact that all the journalists kept their deadlines,
thus ensuring a smooth running and constant updating of the homepage. The editors corrected
the articles on the same evening, so that the
homepage would report on all events of the day
at the very same day. Compared to the last
year edition, this is to be viewed as significant
progress,

made

possible

by

the

editors

demanding shorter articles and the possibility
for the journalists to upload the articles to the
content management system themselves.
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Performance of the Delegates
In general, the delegates’ contributions were
consistently of good quality. On some occasions that
the editors needed to remind the journalists, such as
sticking to the style and position of their respective
media.
Also, there were signs of tiredness and loss of
focus towards the end of the conference. However,

these problems (as a common phenomena at MUN conferences) were foreseen by the editors
and could be dealt with by supplying additional material and personal assistance. Since the
quantitative targets of SNN were exceeded (see section 6.3), it was possible to give the
journalists more breaks towards the end of the conference The journalist were not only very
productive, but also very respectful towards the
editors and one another. They helped each other
without forgetting the competition that is needed for
quality work.
6.3.

Statistics

Here are few numbers and facts about the SNN
2010, allowing an idea on how big the scope and effort behind SNN is:
Total number of published articles on the SNN website: 166
Total number of published videos on the SNN website: 6
Total number of published images on the SNN website: 710
Total number of tweets on twitter.com/SNN_2010: 153
Number of articles written by the journalists: 102
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If we subtract the number of preparatory
articles (9) from the number of journalist
articles and divide by the number of journalists
(9), we can see that in the five days of
conference, the journalists wrote 10.3 articles
per day, hereby exceeding the already high set
goal by the editors of reaching ten articles per
journalist. As can be seen from these numbers,
the efficiency and punctuality of the journalists
was excellent.
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Mr. Petko Popadiyski was a very important partner and
member of the SNN team. He provided help with designing and
structuring the website prior and throughout the conference. He
provided the editors with advice and guidance as for preparing
plans for the new website. There were no major communication
problems and he consulted the editorial team for every step of
the construction of the website. Furthermore, Mr. Popadiyski
assisted the instruction of the delegates, as well as provided help
should any problems arise during the proceedings of the
conference itself.

7.2.

Ex-Com

There were no problems with the Ex-Com
at all. The organisation provided all that we
needed to work on our own. Also, certain
deadlines and appointments were announced
very early on, so that we knew where we stood
and could easily plan accordingly. This made
working with the Ex-Com turn into a very
satisfying experience. Also, they let us have the
freedom to apply changes where we saw fit
compared to the previous edition of SNN.
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7.3.

Secretary General and President of the EU

In general, the Secretary General and the President of
the EU treated the Editors as equals and did not interfere with
their work. A few talks before the conference were held, just
about ideas among which the role of the press and how the
interaction with the Chairs works.
Here, little communication is generally to be seen as a
good thing. From our experience, the rest of the Secretariat
has

only

little

experience

with

the

press.

Therefore,

interference may just cause delay. We think that SOFIMUN
found

a

good

solution

with

positioning

the

Editors

hierarchically in between the Chairs and the Secretary General/President of the EU. This
means that they only answer to the Ex-Com concerning contents, but at the same adhere to
the pre-conference deadlines set by the SG/President.
However, there are two points we would
like to stress: Firstly, the Editors should have
received the official deadlines for topics,
media/countries and study guides by the
SG/President directly. This did not happen: We
were not on the mailing list, unlike the Chairs.
Since we did receive them later through
different channels, we did not mention that
before the conference.
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The second point concerns the crisis. It required great effort to effectively place journalists
into the crisis since we had to push for every bit of information. It must be understood that the
crisis is of greatest importance to a MUN press team. Not necessarily for altruistic motives,
such as informing the other delegates. But it is
a great event for the attending journalists and a
rich source for interesting articles. We have
talked about this with the SG already, and the
communication problems mainly arose from
lack of time. According to the SG, he
underestimated the amount of time necessary
and therefore could not sufficiently assist the
Editors with information. Nevertheless, he enabled us to fully report on the crisis, for which we
are very grateful.
Since the crisis problem did turn out not to be out of lack of consideration, we consider
the cooperation with the SG/President to be very good. We did not need their help very often,
but they were very clearly always there in case of any problems.
7.4.

Cooperation with the Chairs

On a personal level, we regret not being able to attend the Chair
trainings with them. The Chairs were more than willing to cooperate
with us. They allowed any announcements and did a great job
promoting SNN and encouraging the delegates to cooperate with the
press. We have not encountered any problems here. They were also
very conciliatory considering our frequent entering and leaving the
committee rooms.
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Conclusion
In conclusion, after months of fruitful and an
amazing SNN team work during SOFIMUN 2010,
we have no doubts that SNN has managed to
conquer new horizons. We have no doubt that SNN
was efficient in providing high quality news always
with the speed that an up to date online media
should. Covering all aspects of the conference,
from committee sessions, midnight Security Council
crisis resolutions, astounding delegate and guest speeches and groundbreaking resolutions,
SNN did not miss any of the events.
Apart from a few problems, all of them
minor and most of them to be expected
beforehand,

everything

went

surprisingly

smooth.
In this sense, we would like to close this
report by saying that SNN, with the help of all
the people involved, accomplished its target to
be the constant “eyes and ears” media partner
of SOFIMUN 2010.

Marin Aeschbach
Neda Eneva
22nd November 2010
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